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Abstract: This recommendation proposes a definition for the term “halogen bond”, which designates a specific subset of the inter- and intramolecular interactions involving a halogen atom in a molecular entity.
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1. PREAMBLE

This recommendation proposes a definition for the term “halogen bond”, which designates a specific subset of the inter- and intramolecular interactions involving a halogen atom in a molecular entity. (A “molecular entity” is defined as “Any constitutionally or isotopically distinct atom, molecule, ion, ion pair, radical, radical ion, complex, conformer etc., identifiable as a separately distinguishable entity”, see p. 1142 in ref. [1]). Consistent with their relatively high electronegativity, halogen atoms can behave as electron-rich (nucleophilic) sites and form net attractive interactions with electron-poor (electrophilic) partners. A halogen atom functioning as hydrogen bond acceptor is a typical example of such interactions. Halogen atoms can also function as electron-poor (electrophilic) sites and attractively interact with electron-rich (nucleophilic) sites. The two sets of interactions differ for their electronic features and several other characteristics, e.g., their directionality relative to the covalent bond(s) formed by the halogen atom. The term “halogen bond” identifies the latter set of noncovalent interactions described above. After a short definition of the term, a list (not exhaustive) of common halogen bond donors and acceptors is given. A list of experimental and/or theoretical features, which, although
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not exhaustive, can be used as evidence for the presence of a halogen bond concludes this recommendation.

A comprehensive technical report, to be published, has been prepared by the task group in order to relate the proposed definition with the past work on halogen bond and provide the rationale for the proposed definition.

2. DEFINITION

A halogen bond occurs when there is evidence of a net attractive interaction between an electrophilic region associated with a halogen atom in a molecular entity and a nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecular entity [1].

A typical halogen bond is denoted by the three dots in R–X...Y. R–X is the halogen bond donor, X is any halogen atom with an electrophilic (electron-poor) region, and R is a group (see p. 1118 in ref. [1]) covalently bound to X. In some cases, X may be covalently bound to more than one group (see p. 1118 in ref. [1]). It may also form more than one halogen bond. Y is the halogen bond acceptor and is typically a molecular entity (see p. 1142 in ref. [1]) possessing at least one nucleophilic (electron-rich) region. Some common halogen bond donors and acceptors are itemized below.

The evidence for the occurrence of a halogen bond may be experimental or theoretical, or better, a combination of both. Some features that are useful as indications for the halogen bond, not necessarily exhaustive, are listed below. The greater the number of features satisfied, the more reliable the characterization of an interaction as a halogen bond is.

2.1 List of some common halogen bond donors and acceptors

R–X can typically be a: dihalogen molecule (e.g., I₂, Br₂, ICl, CIF)
haloalkane (e.g., CBr₄, CHI₃, CₙF₂₄+I)
haloarene or haloheteroarene (e.g., iodobenzene, halopyridinium and haloimidazolium cations)
1-haloalkyne (e.g., diiodoacetylene)
halonium ion (e.g., diphenyliodonium or bromonium derivatives)
haloimide (e.g., N-bromo- or N-iodosuccinimide)

Y can typically be a: lone pair possessing atom (e.g., N atom of a pyridine or an amine, O atom of a carbonyl group)
π system (e.g., double or triple bonds, arene moiety)
anion (e.g., halide anion, oxyanion)

2.2 List of features

In a typical halogen-bonded complex R–X...Y:

- The interatomic distance between X and the appropriate nucleophilic atom of Y tends to be less than the sum of the van der Waals radii.
- The length of the R–X covalent bond usually increases relative to the unbonded R–X.
- The angle R–X...Y tends to be close to 180°, i.e., the halogen bond acceptor Y approaches X along the extension of the R–X bond.
- The halogen bond strength decreases as the electronegativity of X increases, and the electron-withdrawing ability of R decreases.
- The forces involved in the formation of the halogen bond are primarily electrostatic, but polarization, charge transfer, and dispersion contributions all play an important role. The relative roles of the different forces may vary from one case to the other.
The analysis of the electron density topology usually shows a bond path (a “bond path” and a “bond critical point” are defined as “Within the topological electron distribution theory, the line resulting from the addition of two gradient paths of the electron density function emanating from the bond critical point located between each two neighbouring atomic basins” and “Within the topological electron distribution theory, a (3, –1) critical point (the point of the gradient field of the electron density within a given neutral configuration in which $\nabla \rho(r, q) = 0$) which is a local maximum in two directions and is a local minimum in the third, i.e. a saddle point in the three directions”, see pp. 1928 and 1927, respectively, in ref. [2]) connecting X and Y and a bond critical point (see pp. 1928 and 1927, respectively, in ref. [2]) between X and Y.

The infrared absorption and Raman scattering observables of both R–X and Y are affected by halogen bond formation; new vibrational modes associated with the formation of the X⋯Y bond are also observed.

The UV–vis absorption bands of the halogen bond donor usually shift to shorter wavelengths.

The X⋯Y halogen bond usually affects the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) observables (e.g., chemical shift values) of nuclei in both R–X and Y, both in solution and in the solid state.

The binding energies of the peaks associated with X with the X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) of the complex shift to lower energies relative to unbonded X.
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